
Doctor Strange Vol. 1: The Way of the Weird  DISCUSSION GUIDE 

1 The Way of the Weird has been described as “a day in the life of Doctor Strange.” What was 
the most surprising thing you learned about Doctor Strange and his daily routine? Did you 
know anything about Doctor Strange before reading this book?

2 Author Jason Aaron has stated that there was one main rule in this story: everything Doctor 
Strange does in terms of magic has a cost. What are some examples of that? How does this 
di�er from other superheroes using their powers, particularly other members of the 
Avengers?   

3 Doctor Strange faces an enemy called the Empirikul who are out to destroy magic. Where 
does their power come from? What do they want? What message do you think they are 
trying to spread?

4 We see a �ashback on the �rst few pages of the story that depicts Doctor Strange as 
self-centered and quite arrogant. How has he changed since then? How does he evolve 
throughout this story? 

5 What did you think about Chris Bachalo’s art style? How does it suit this story? What 
techniques did you �nd most e�ective? Did you think it captured the chaos and weirdness 
Doctor Strange sees?  

6 Have you read other Doctor Strange titles? If you have, what is your favorite story and why?  

7 If you’ve seen the 2016 Doctor Strange movie and/or any of the other Marvel Cinematic 
Universe movies that feature the character, what do you think of his on-screen translation? 
Will you see Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness? If so, what are you looking 
forward to?

8 This story is appropriately titled The Way of the Weird. What was 
the weirdest thing, in your opinion? 

9 Librarian Zelma Stanton starts o� as a client of Doctor Strange 
and becomes a resourceful companion and apprentice. Discuss 
the growth she undergoes to accept her own “weirdness.” 
Would you like to see more of this character? Where do you 
think she goes from here?  

10 The Sanctum Santorum is quite a locale. It’s almost a character in 
its own right, with secrets and powerful magic. What was your 
favorite thing about the site that serves as Doctor Strange’s 
headquarters?
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